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Storycard Theater® Turns Reading into Storytelling!
Leaf Moon Arts’ kamishibai storycards are ideal for classrooms, libraries, and students learning English.
Our classic stories promote positive themes such as kindness and honesty. Printed on large, sturdy cards
(13" x 9-5/8"), the decks feature colorful artwork on the front and clear, kid-tested text on the back.
“A delightful way to introduce multicultural stories to audiences of all ages.” —Bev Vaughn Hock, Ed.D
Momotaro the Peach Boy (ISBN: 978-0-9748161-4-2)
Retold by Hazuki Kataoka & David Battino; Illustrated by Mario Uribe
Momotaro is one of the most famous Japanese folktales, showing children the
virtues of courage, teamwork, and generosity in an exciting setting. A boy
mysteriously born from a gigantic peach joins three downtrodden animals to stand
up for the people of his village, who have been oppressed by a gang of ogres.
Bilingual English/Japanese. 12 cards/24 pages. Ages 4 and up. $19.95
2004 Dr. Toy Award Winner • 2010 Edition: New Art & Text

Jack & the Beanstalk (ISBN: 978-0-9748161-1-1)
Retold by Hazuki Kataoka & David Battino; Illustrated by Kazumi Verkler
Jack & the Beanstalk reflects humanity’s ancient fascination with touching the
sky. In most versions, though, Jack is portrayed as a sneaky thief. The Leaf Moon
Arts retelling follows one of the lesser-known storylines, presenting Jack as a
compassionate figure who rescues the harp and hen from the cruel giant.
12 cards/24 pages. Ages 4 and up. $15.95 2004 Dr. Toy Award Winner

The Moon Princess

(Kaguya-Hime) (ISBN: 978-0-9748161-2-8)
Retold by Hazuki Kataoka & David Battino; Illustrated by Kazumi Verkler
The Moon Princess is based on the oldest written tale in Japan. A baby girl
magically born from a stalk of bamboo grows up to show unprecedented
confidence and grace before floating back to her home on the moon.
2008 Parents’ Choice Approved Award Winner
2010 Storytelling World Resource Award Winner
Bilingual English/Japanese. 12 cards/24 pages. Ages 6 and up. $19.95

The Cat with No Name (ISBN: 978-0-9748161-3-5)
Retold and Illustrated by Nina Khashchina
A classic Russian folktale. An adoring old couple concocts increasingly silly
names for its kitten before stumbling on the perfect one. Nina Khashchina’s
playful watercolor paintings delight audiences young and old, and the interactive
text keeps kids guessing. Simple, short sentences are ideal for younger audiences.
2008 Parents’ Choice Approved Award Winner
Bilingual English/Russian. 8 cards/16 pages. Ages 2–7. $15.95

Presentation Frame
Handmade locally of sturdy hardwood, the Storycard Theater Presentation Frame
creates an elegant stage for hands-free storytelling. Cards slide out to the right.
Dimensions: 13-3/8" x 16-3/4" $70 (special set discount available; see site)

www.StorycardTheater.com
369 N Lexington Drive, Folsom, CA 95630  (916) 984-7617

